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Abstract
Bacteremia resulting in sepsis and disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) are known for thrombosis and coagulopathy. DIC, which results in simultaneous activation and consumption of coagulation factors, could be investigated using microfluidics as a tool. Here, we propose the hypothesis that bacteria (e.g. E.coli) mediated DIC results from a collective phenomenon called “quorum acting” (QA). If our hypothesis is true, than the coagulation cascade will be activated before systemic inflammation. To check for QA we propose to perform a hemodynamic experiment where blood is controllably flown over E.coli clusters in a microfluidic device. Further, manipulation of the physical properties (flow rate mimicking condition like venous stasis) and chemical properties (hyperglycaemia as in uncontrolled diabetes mellitus) of blood could be done using microfluidic device to mimic their etiopathogenesis and to validate our proposed mechanism that quorum acting mediated DIC occurs rapidly in venous stasis and uncontrolled diabetes mellitus respectively. In light of the literature, in this hypothesis, we aimed to settle up an experimental procedure and possible mechanism for bacteremia induced disseminated intravascular coagulation via QA.
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Introduction
The proposed mechanism stems from our clinical observation that there is a high morbidity and mortality rate in patients who develops sepsis and related complications in critical care units in hospitals throughout the world. Maintaining aseptic environment in hospitals represent a major challenge. Sepsis is rarely reported as the primary diagnosis and is often a complication of some other underlying diseases. As a result, the incidence, mortality, and morbidity rates of sepsis are often underestimated (1). An understanding of the mechanism of sepsis progression can help us in devising intervention and prevention strategies. At an aggregate cost of USD 20.3 billion for 1.1 million hospitalizations, sepsis was the most expensive condition seen in the U.S. hospital stays in 2011 (2).

At present, there are no well defined approaches to intercept the development and progression of sepsis and its related complication disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC). Most often, patients does not respond to treatment and its progressive sequelae.

Our proposed mechanism focuses to understand the blood clotting mechanism which occurs in severe sepsis and then if provides encouraging results, could be used to formulate strategies to prevent its progression. As sepsis and DIC involve high morbidity and mortality, a step towards its prevention would be extremely beneficial for a large number of people.

Blood coagulation occurs by a cascade of enzymatic reactions. At the end of this cascade soluble fibrinogen is converted to insoluble fibrin (3-5). There are two pathways through which coagulation cascade occurs, namely, extrinsic and intrinsic pathways. In this aspect we would like to focus on both intrinsic and extrinsic pathways, as both are relevant for intravascular coagulation. The serum enzyme that initiates the intrinsic cascade is coagulation factor 12 (Hageman Factor).

As shown in figure 1, the enzymatic process then propagates further and activates other coagulation factors resulting in the formation of blood clots. Though the intrinsic pathway is initiated by factor 12 (Hageman Factor), investigation could to be done to examine whether coagulation cascade can also be initiated by factors 11, 9, 10 or 2. Similar analogy could also be followed in case of the extrinsic pathway which is initiated by tissue factor or factor 3.
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Studies could be carried out to probe whether extrinsic pathway uses tissue factor/factor 3 for initiation of coagulation processes by a recently discovered phenomena called “quorum acting” (our proposed mechanism) or by passes and directly uses factor 7, i.e. proconvertin to form clots. Extrinsic pathway involves factor 3, i.e. tissue factor which arises from tissue injury. This transmembrane glycoprotein called tissue factor (TF) is present on the surface of many cell types like endothelial cells, macrophages, and monocytes and is not found in normal circulation. It is exposed to the circulation only after some pathology or vascular damage (3, 5).

Sepsis is a systemic response to infection (6) that later compromises oxygenated blood flow to various organs and may lead to multi-organ failure (3, 6-8).

The clinical symptoms for severe sepsis include body temperature higher than 38°C or lower than 36°C, heart rate higher than 90/min, hyperventilation evidenced by respiratory rate higher than 20/min or Pa.CO2 lower than 32 mm Hg and a white blood cell count higher than 12000 cells/μl or lower than 4000/μl (3, 5, 8-10).

Sepsis is caused by the immune system's response to a serious infection, most commonly bacteria (11). E. Coli has been associated with a large number of sepsis cases. Sepsis is the leading cause of death in hospitalized patients (12, 13). Increased incidences of sepsis are seen in immunosuppressed, neutropenic, IV line carriers, elderly, diabetic, asplenic patients, alcoholics etc (3, 7, 14). Mortality rises with the number of organs involved (3, 7, 14). About 400,000 incidences of sepsis occur per year in the USA (12, 13).

Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation (DIC) is one of the most common complications of patients diagnosed with sepsis in critical care units (1, 3, 7, 10). DIC is an explosive and life-threatening bleeding disorder in which coagulation factors are activated and degraded simultaneously (1, 3, 7, 10). DIC is an acquired syndrome involving intravascular activation of coagulation with loss of localization arising from different causes (3, 7). It causes damage to the microvasculature, which, if sufficiently severe, can produce organ dysfunction (1, 3, 7, 14, 15). The clinical picture involves bleeding and thrombosis (i.e. intravascular clot formation) (1, 3, 7, 8, 14, 15). A major proportion of DIC is seen in sepsis patients, although other causes, such as, diffuse endothelial injury, obstetric complications, etc. are also common (3, 7).
DIC is estimated to be present in as many as 1% of hospitalized patients (13). DIC is not a specific illness, but is always secondary to an underlying disorder and is associated with a number of clinical conditions (3, 7). Sepsis and DIC are seen to occur in patients who are often in CCU/ICU. DIC is a progressive and fatal process. Absence of medical intervention at the right time leads to multi-organ dysfunction and certain death (3, 7, 10, 14, 15).

Blood coagulation often accompanies bacterial infections and sepsis (16). Although bacterial cells sporadically activate coagulation factors, the activated factors do not necessarily undergo synchronized propagation (i.e. cascade) to form clots (17). A careful and detailed scientific approach is required to explore whether bacteria e.g. *E. Coli* induce the intrinsic coagulation cascade in the case of DIC via Quorum acting.

Kastrupet al (17) proposed that clusters of bacteria induce clot formation in blood by a process known as quorum acting. Quorum acting is different from the more well-known collective phenomenon of quorum sensing, where the gene expression in bacteria is changed leaving the bacterial environment unchanged(17, 18). In contrast to quorum sensing, quorum acting involves activation of the bacterial environment with no change in gene expression of the bacteria (17-19) (fig. 2(a)). Formation of bacterial clusters in confinement is one of the prerequisites for quorum acting. Human blood plasma coagulates on spatially localized bacteria in the absence of flow. As shown in fig. 2(b), a single bacterium or isolated patches of bacteria do not lead to quorum acting. On the other hand, when surface patches of bacteria are clustered together, the concentration of activated coagulation factors exceeds the threshold required for initiation of coagulation (top pink line in fig.2b).

**Figure 2 (a):** Quorum acting. Figure adapted from (18).

**Figure 2 (b):** Threshold for Quorum acting. A- Sub-threshold signal from single bacterium, B-single bacterial patch, C-separated bacterial patches, D- Clustered bacterial patches produced threshold signal for activation of coagulation. Figure adapted from the literature (18)
The number of bacteria needs to exceed a certain threshold to initiate coagulation by quorum acting. This threshold is different for different species of bacteria. For example, 4 x103CFUs of Bacillus cereus were capable of initiating coagulation in 10 ml of human blood plasma (17). Even though E. Coli is one of the major causes of sepsis, it is not known if (a) E. Coli initiates coagulation by quorum acting, and, (b) if so, what is its threshold number.

**The Proposed mechanism**

The proposed mechanism is based on the investigation of following objectives:

1) Does the coagulation factor 12 (Hageman Factor)/3(Tissue Factor) initiate coagulation cascade in presence of E. Coli in vitro? In case coagulation factor 12 or tissue factor is bypassed, which other factor initiates the coagulation cascade?

2) Does quorum acting mediate blood coagulation in presence of E. Coli clusters?

3) Does coagulation occur more rapidly in static condition (venous stasis) or under flow of blood?

4) Does hyperglycemic blood induce more rapid coagulation when compared to normoglycemic blood?

**Evaluation of Proposed mechanism**

We recommend the following research direction to test the mechanism of our alternate etiopathogenesis of sepsis and its complication.

**Research direction for objective 1**

The microfluidic device required for hemodynamic experiment for exploring objective 1 comprises of Y-shaped micro-channels as shown in fig.3. The two inputs could be used to flow citrated blood and hydrogel droplets containing bacteria (e.g. E. Coli) respectively. Triangular pillars could be incorporated in the straight channel, as shown in the inset. The spacing (~120 µm) between the pillars is such that it does not let hydrogel droplets (~160 µm in diameter) to pass through, but allows blood to flow. As a result, there will be one or more layers of hydrogel beads stuck between these triangular pillars. The flow velocity of the blood could be adjusted such that the bacteria inside the hydrogel droplets get enough time to react with the blood and induce coagulation.

The device has to be inspected in real time using an inverted microscope. At first, the blood coming out of the device is to be examined to detect the presence of clots. Presence of clots in blood is indicated by irregular-shaped aggregates. If clots are present, blood is examined for the presence of factor 12/7. If the blood that comes out of the outlet is deficient in factor 12/7, it means that coagulation cascade follows the intrinsic/extrinsic pathway (i.e. uses factor 12/7 to initiate it). However, if clots are present and factor 12/7 is also found in the blood after clot formation, then it could be inferred that coagulation cascade follows a different pathway. Later, further tests could be carried out to quantitate the value of the individual coagulation factors in blood to understand the new pathway better. The following sections highlight the experimental steps.

**Figure 3: Microfluidic device for objective 1**

(a) **Device design and fabrication:** Photolithography could be used to design the template for fabricating the device. Photolithography is the optical means for transferring patterns onto a substrate (20, 21). Patterns are first transferred from a mask to a photosensitive polymer layer (photoresist). Photoresist can be spun on a substrate and then exposed to UV radiation through a mask containing the desired pattern (20, 21).

“Soft lithography” could be employed for molding the actual device from the elastomer polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using the template thus fabricated. PDMS prepolymer and curing agent are mixed in 10:1 ratio and poured on the template and cured at 65°C for 45 minutes. Then the cured PDMS is peeled off from the template. Then access holes are punched in the PDMS chip to define reservoirs. The mold could be examined by SEM imaging and profilometry to check the sizes and the shapes of the triangular pillars. Next, the PDMS chip and clean glass coverslips could be irreversibly bonded using oxygen plasma to obtain the sealed microfluidic device (20, 21) (44).

(b) **Flow testing of the device:** Once the micro device is prepared, it could be tested for different actual flow conditions using coloured liquids and/or fluorescent dyes. It is to rule out leakage or blockage of channels.

**Testing of the device using blood:** The Samples of citrated blood could be obtained from a bloodbank. Usually blood is mixed with sodium citrate to prevent coagulation in storage condition. It inhibits calcium ions (factor 4) which are required for propagation of the coagulation cascade (3, 7, 14). Positively-charged calcium ions are essential to pin down the coagulation
factors to the phospholipid so that they are closer to each other (3, 7, 14). Coagulation factors also have negatively charged γ-carboxylated glutamic acid residue which gets bonded by calcium ions with the help of vitamin K (3, 7, 14). These processes are vital for the propagation of the coagulation cascade. In order to nullify the effect of citrate, calcium could be added in blood sample just before running the experiment. For hemodynamic-experiments, the blood sample needs to be clinically stable and free of pathogenic microorganisms and infections. Prior to experiments, the blood sample could be given to a pathological laboratory to perform basic screening and rule out contaminations and infections.

**Production of agarose hydrogels containing bacteria:** A suspension of *E. Coli* in agarose solution could be prepared. Since agarose is nontoxic and porous, it allows *E.coli* to derive nutrition from the medium as well as excrete efficiently. This results in the formation of clustered *E.coli* cells of sufficient numbers when incubated at mesothermic temperature. Next, a microfluidic device having “flow-focusing” geometry could be used (fig.4) to generate agarose gel droplets containing bacteria (22). The device consists of a cross junction with three inputs and one outlet channel.

Mineral oil and *E. Coli* suspension in agarose could be passed through the two side inputs and the central channel respectively. As mineral oil and the cell solution are immiscible, one can generate droplets by adjusting the flow rates of the two liquids with the help of syringe pumps. (22-24).

The “T”- junction geometry helps the cell solution to break into discrete droplets which are then carried by the mineral oil. Fig. 4, shows the schematic diagram of the device geometry required to generate droplets containing bacterial suspension. The channels could be filled with coloured fluid to increase the contrast. The arrow in fig. 4 shows the direction of flow of the agarose solution mixed with cells.

![Figure 4: Schematic diagram of microfluidic device to produce bacteria with agarose hydrogel. Figure adapted from (25).](image)

![Figure 5: Microfluidic device to increase the concentration of bacteria by chemotaxis in different channels. Figure adapted from (27).](image)
Interaction of *E. Coli* with blood leading to coagulation: Once hydrogel beads containing *E. Coli*, are formed, blood mixed with calcium chloride are flown through one inlet of the Y-device shown in fig.3, while hydrogel beads could be infused through the other inlet. The size of the hydrogel beads has to be larger than the gap between the pillars in the channel. Therefore, these beads will get stuck in the triangular pillars. Blood will continue to flow through these porous hydrogels and interacts with the clusters of *E. Coli*. According to our proposed mechanism *E. coli* clusters will induce clot formation due to quorum acting phenomenon. To verify the proposed mechanism, output blood is examined. First, the output sample could be scrutinized for presence of clots.

If clots are found, test for factor 12/factor 3 in plasma by various techniques like Prothrombin Test (PT), activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT), Thrombin time TT, chromogenic coagulation factor assays, etc could be performed (26). If the serum level of factor 12/3 is found to be depleted or absent, we can conclude that *E. coli*-induced quorum acting follows similar pathway for intravascular coagulation which is analogous to intrinsic/extrinsic coagulation pathway. In another possible outcome, factor 12 or factor 3 may be present but still clotting occurs.

In that case, scrutinization for each coagulation factor individually could be performed along with the identification of factor which starts the process and propagates clot formation. Here we can infer that *E. coli*-induced quorum acting bypasses factor 12 or factor 3 and follows a pathway that is different from intrinsic or extrinsic pathway of coagulation respectively.

Research direction for objective 2

To establish that the bacteria e.g. *E.coli* clusters induce clot formation, a method to controllably increase/decrease the number of *E. Coli* confined in the hydrogel droplets has to be employed. Since a priori the quorum acting threshold number of *E. Coli*, is not known, we need to use the device shown in fig. 5 to gradually increase/decrease the number of *E. Coli* present in the droplets to identify the threshold number of *E.coli* required to induce coagulation.

For obtaining different numbers of bacteria at different outputs, a microfluidic device (Fig. 5) which is normally used to probe the chemotactic behaviour of bacteria could be used (27, 28). To encapsulate *E. Coli* in hydrogel droplets *E.coli* are segregated in required numbers by using a microfluidic device to confine *E. Coli* using its chemotaxis behavioural properties. The device contains three inlets (left side of Fig. 5).

Chemo-effector solutions are introduced through the upper inlet, buffer through the lower. A concentration gradient develops perpendicular to the direction of flow (shown by blue arrow in fig. 5).

A third, narrower inlet between these two streams is used to inject *E. coli* cells. The cells encounter the evolving chemical gradient as they move downstream. The gradient changes along the length of the channel, but it remains constant at any given point. At the far end (right side of Fig. 5) each cell enters one of 17 outlets according to the direction and extent of its migration normal to the direction of flow. Thus, greater numbers of *E. Coli* cells are seen towards the higher concentration of chemo-effectors (upper outlets).

Depending on the concentration of bacteria in the solution highest number of bacteria on the upper extreme outlet could be obtained. Later, all bacteria from each individual outlet could be confine into a single hydrogel droplet. Several such droplets with a similar number of confined bacteria could be used to test the coagulation. The number of bacteria could be increased or decreased depending on whether coagulation has occurred or not.

Determining the threshold number of bacteria for Quorum acting.

Let us denote the number of bacteria in the 17th outlet as “n17”. We could confine all those bacteria in hydrogel droplets and perform the required experiment. If coagulation occurs, then further confirmation is required if “n17” is the threshold number for initiating coagulation by quorum acting. For this, the 16th outlet has to be considered and all the bacteria from it are confined in hydrogel droplets i.e. “n16” in hydrogel droplets and perform experiment similarly. If coagulation occurs than it could be inferred that “n17” was not the threshold stimulus.

Similarly, 15th outlet could also be chosen to check if “n16” is the threshold stimulus. In case if “n15” does not induce coagulation, inference could be drawn that “n16” is the threshold number to induce coagulation by quorum acting. The smallest number that leads to coagulation will be the threshold for quorum acting.

Thus, at this point we could have hydrogel beads which encapsulate clusters of bacteria sufficient to induce coagulation by quorum acting. We can segregate those agarose beads, liquefy them by increasing temperature and employ differential light scattering or optical density methods to quantify number of bacteria.
Figure 6 (A): Flow chart to determine the approximate threshold number of bacteria required for Quorum Acting

Figure 6 (B): Flow chart to determine the threshold number of bacteria required for Quorum Acting
Device design and fabrication for confining \textit{E.coli} and for determining the threshold stimuli:

The device for confining \textit{E. Coli} comprises of modified “Y” shaped three separate inlets and array of outlet microchannels as shown in figure 5.

It could be designed with the help of Clewin software /AutoCAD mechanical drawing programme. PDMS could be used to construct the device with 20 mm central channel diameter.

The three separate inlets are used for chemoeffect, bacteria and buffer. The blue vertical arrow in fig.5 shows the gradient of the chemoeffectors in the direction of highest concentration. The device for determining the threshold stimuli is shown in fig.3. All devices could be fabricated as described for objective 1.

Production of agarose hydrogels containing bacteria: The similar protocol for bacterial encapsulation and clustering in agarose hydrogels as described in methodology for objective 1 could be used.

Research direction for objective 3

As mentioned earlier, sepsis and DIC occurs more frequently in patients admitted in critical care units with a past history of undergoing some invasive process like catheter insertion, sheath placement in femoral arteries, cannulation etc. which acts as portal of entry of bacteria into sterile bloodstream(3, 7, 14, 29). As they lie in bed 24x7 a condition called “venous stasis” is frequently observed in these patients (3, 7, 14). Venous stasis is the sluggish flow of deoxygenated blood in large veins (Fig.7B)(3, 7, 14, 29). Investigation is required to examine if quorum acting induced coagulation occurs more frequently in presence of venous stasis. For the above stated problem, a micro device which could mimic large venous space and passive sluggish blood flow as in large veins could be designed (Fig. 9).

Device design and fabrication: As shown in figure 8, the design comprises of oval interconnected reservoirs. These circular reservoirs represents large vein with inefficient valvular function. In the interconnected junctions micropillars, which will engage the hydrogel containing bacteria could be designed. The device fabrication protocol could follow the similar pattern as in objective 1 and 2.

Figure 7 (A): Normal venous flow and (B) sluggish venous flow of blood (in venous stasis) Figure adapted from (45)

Figure 8: Design in the microfluidic device mimicking the \textit{tortuous} flow of blood as in venous stasis cases
Testing of the device using blood: Protocols described for objectives 1 and 2 may be followed to examine the sampled blood. A sluggish blood flow could be maintained with the help of syringe pump. Clotting time induced by E. coli could be noted and compared.

Research direction for objective 4

Sepsis and DIC are more frequently observed in patients admitted in critical care units with a history of uncontrolled diabetes mellitus (3, 7, 14, 30-32). A proper investigation is required to check if hyperglycaemic blood results more rapid quorum acting induced coagulation. To check the proposed mechanism, the same microdevice could be used as shown in figure 3. Instead of normal blood, hyperglycemic blood could be flown in this experiment. We could assume that E. Coli clusters will induce clot formation due to quorum acting phenomenon. Time taken for clot formation in hyperglycemiac blood could be noted and compared with the results of normoglycemic blood.

Device design and fabrication: Same protocols as before could be followed.

Flow Testing of the device and experiments using blood: Same protocols as for objective-1 could be followed.

Discussion

In this proposed pathogenesis, we would like to examine (objectives 1 and 2) whether the coagulation cascade induced by E. Coli follows the intrinsic pathway/extrinsic pathway (i.e. starts from factor 12/factor 3) or completely bypasses factor 12/factor 3 and initiates coagulation using another factor further down the line (e.g., factor 11, factor 9, factor 10, etc. in case of intrinsic pathway and factor 7 in case of extrinsic pathway). This could be verified by examining the clot induced in presence of E. Coli clusters and identifying the coagulation factors present in it. The clots could be examined by tests, such as, coagulation factor assay, chromogenic assay, prothrombin time (PT), thrombin time (TT) and activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) etc (3, 7, 14, 26). If factor 12 or factor 3 is present in the clot, it would indicate that the E. coli-induced clot formation differs from the intrinsic or extrinsic pathway of coagulation and uses other downstream factors to initiate clot formation. Since bacterial cells can activate individual coagulation factors sporadically, we need to check the presence of individual coagulation factors (used and unused) and quantify the amount to establish the presence of a cascade. Presence of synchronized cascade in the experiment will establish that quorum acting mediates coagulation.

Sepsis and its complication DIC are more common in patients under critical care(3, 7, 14). A condition called venous stasis is frequently observed in these patients (3, 7, 14). Venous stasis (figure 7) is progressive decrease of venous blood flow. This condition results in swelling, hyperpigmentation and possible ulceration in the affected region (3, 7, 14, 29). Careful investigation is to be carried out to examine if thrombosis and venous stasis are somehow related. More specifically, study should focus on whether quorum acting induced coagulation occurs more rapidly in blood which exhibits venous stasis (objective 3).

Uncontrolled diabetes mellitus is a major risk factor for development of sepsis and its complication DIC in ICU/CCU patients. (3, 7, 14, 30, 31). Diabetes is a lifelong metabolic condition that causes a person's blood sugar level to become too high (3, 7, 14). Experiment to validate whether hyperglycemic blood provides a niche for more rapid activation of coagulation by quorum acting when compared to normoglycemic blood (objective 4) could be carried out to test the proposed mechanism.

Additionally, It is possible to mimic these clinical conditions in vitro using microfluidic device. Microfluidics involves controlled manipulation of very small volume of fluids in channels with dimensions of the order of tens to hundreds of micrometers (22-24). High surface-to volume ratio and low Reynolds number make viscous forces more dominant than inertial forces inside microfluidic devices (22, 23). Low Reynolds number results in laminar flow inside the microchannel (23) which mimics capillary hemodynamics. Some other factors which support the use of microfluidics for studying hemodynamics are: 1) Dimension of microchannels (= 50-80 µm) is similar to capillary, venules and arterioles. 2) Physiological flow rates (1 mm/sec) are possible in microchannels during hemodynamic experiments. 3) Conditions like hyperglycemia, venous stasis and condition like spreading of bacteria in blood (haemotogenous spread) can be simulated.
accurately with the help of microfluidics. Specialized protein in the microchannel could be flown to form a layer in the wall or coat the surface of the microchannel by endothelial cells (using process called RGD) which will mimic physiologically, the outermost layer of lumen or innermost layer of blood vessel made of endothelial cells (tunica intima). Technique like micro contact printing technology, photolithography etc. could be used to coat biomaterial of interest (fibrinogen, collagen patches or tissue factor etc.) in microchannels.

Many clinical studies on sepsis and DIC are currently underway in universities and teaching hospitals. Much of the research is focused on the pharmacokinetics of drugs targeted towards sepsis/DIC (33) and sepsis biomarkers (34-36). Kastrup et al in 2008 (17) showed that presence of bacteria, such as, Bacillus cereus and Bacillus anthracis can induce coagulation by quorum acting. Recently, a microfluidic system was used to show coagulation of blood in presence of tissue factors (TF) (37-42). Microcontact printing was used by Okorie et al (40) to generate a surface of collagen and TF to support both platelet aggregation and coagulation in a flow chamber. Ismagilov and colleagues (43) generated arrays of TF patches using photolithographic techniques to study the role of diffusion in coagulation. Collagen and TF were patterned inside microchannels to generate distinct regions of thrombosis by Colace et al (42). However, there are currently no known work that uses a microfluidic approach to probe sepsis and DIC.

Conclusion

Hemodynamic experiments mimicking arterial and venous blood flow could be studied using microfluidic technique. Apart from possible investigation of DIC, other diseased condition like hyperglycaemic blood of diabetics, venous stasis etc. can also be efficiently probed by this technique as discussed in the proposed mechanism.
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